Abstract. The class of bipartite pseudo-BL algebras (denoted by BP) and the class of strongly bipartite pseudo-BL algebras (denoted by BPo) are investigated. We prove that the class BPo is a variety and show that BP is closed under subalgebras and arbitrary direct products but it is not a variety. We also study connections between bipartite pseudo-BL algebras and other classes of pseudo-BL algebras.
Introduction
BL algebras were introduced by Hajek [9] in 1998. MV algebras introduced by Chang [1] are contained in the class of BL algebras. Georgescu and Iorgulescu [6] introduced pseudo-MV algebras as a noncommutative generalization of MV algebras. In 2000, in a natural way, there were introduced pseudo-BL algebras as a generalization of BL algebras and MV algebras. A pseudo-BL algebra is a pseudo-MV algebra if and only if the pseudo-Double Negation condition (pDN, for short) is satisfied, that is, (x -)~ = = x for all x. Main properties of pseudo-BL algebras were studied in [2] and [3] . Pseudo-BL algebras correspond to a pseudo-basic fuzzy logic (see [10] and [11] ).
Bipartite MV algebras were defined and studied by Di Nola, Liguori and Sessa in [4] . Dymek [5] investigated bipartite pseudo-MV algebras. Georgescu and Leu §tean [8] introduced the class BP of pseudo-BL algebras bipartite by some ultafilter and the subclass BPo of pseudo-BL algebras bipartite by all ultrafilters. In this paper we give some characterizations of bipartite and strongly bipartite pseudo-BL algebras. We prove that the class BPo is a variety and show that BP is closed under subalgebras and arbitrary direct products but it is not a variety. We also study connections between bipartite pseudo-BL algebras and other classes of pseudo-BL algebras.
Preliminaries
DEFINITION 2.1. ([2] ) Let (A, V, A, 0,1) be an algebra of type (2,2,2, 2,2,0,0). The algebra A is called a pseudo-BL algebra if it satisfies the following axioms, for any x,y,z £ A :
Throughout this paper A will denote a pseudo-BL algebra. For any x £ A and n = 0,1,..., we put x° = 1 and x n+1 = x n © x. 
The filter F is called proper if F ^ A. The set of all filters of A is denoted by Fil(A). For every subset X C A, the smallest filter of A which contains X, that is the intersection of all filters F D X, is said to be the filter generated by X and will be denoted by [X). 
FZ^A-F. Proof, (a) Suppose that x G F Ci FZ-Then x E F and x < f~ for some / € F. Since F is a filter, from definition it follows that / G F and G F. Using Proposition 2.3 (b) we have 0 = / ©/~ G F. This contradicts the fact that F is proper.
(
• PROPOSITION 2.11. Let F be a proper filter of A. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
PROPOSITION 2.14. ([8]) If H is a normal filter of A, then there is a bijection between the ultrafilters of A containing H and the ultrafilters of A/H.

Bipartite pseudo-BL algebras
Define the class BP as follows: A G BP A is bipartite.
Let us denote by sup(^4) the set {iVi" : 
Strongly bipartite pseudo-BL algebras
We define the class BPo of pseudo-BL algebras as follows: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. ([3]) M(A) c U{A)r\V(A).
PROPOSITION 4.4. U(A) U V(A) c sup(A).
Proof. Let x G U(A).
Then (x n )~ < x for all n G N. In particular, Proof. Let A be strongly bipartite and B be a subalgebra of A. Let F be an ultrafilter of B and F' be the filter generated by F in A. Then Proof. Let A = JJ At, and At be bipartite for t G T. Let F G Max(A).
teT
Then there is to G T such that F = Fto x JJ As, where Fto G Max(Ato).
S^to (a) x G B(A), (b) x V x _ = 1, (c) xVx~ = l. It is easy to see that (B, V, A, ©, -0) , (1,0)) is a subalgebra of A. The subset F is also the unique ultrafilter of B and hence B is local. Now we prove that B is perfect. By Proposition 4.13, D(B) = F. Let x = (a, 6) € B. We have ord(x) <oo&xeB-F&x~eF& ord(x~) = oo.
Thus B is perfect. From Proposition 4.15 it follows that B is strongly bipartite. Since A is not strongly bipartite, we see that A is not perfect by Proposition 4.15.
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